Summary Suspensions:

Jay V. Caldwell
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2017-99-BE100, Jay V. Caldwell, Certificate Number 153733, the Board issued an adjudication order summarily suspending Mr. Caldwell’s certificate to practice. There is clear and convincing evidence that Respondent’s continued practice presents a danger of immediate and serious harm to the public and that the certificate holder has pled guilty to and been convicted of four (4) counts of Gross Sexual Imposition, felonies of the fourth degree, and Sexual Battery, a felony of the third degree. The Board order shall include a Notice of Opportunity for Hearing for violations of Ohio Revised Code 4765.112 and Ohio Administrative Code 4765-10-03(B)(2)(a).

Hearings:

James F. Coyle
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2017-661-BE100, James F. Coyle, Certificate Number 95625, the Board issued an adjudication order revoking Mr. Coyle’s certificates to practice, at any level.

Jacob L. Staton
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2018-98-BE100, Jacob L. Staton, EMT Applicant, the Board issued an adjudication order denying Mr. Staton’s application to practice.

Goldman Hearings:

Keith M. Bousquette
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2016-598-BE100, Keith Bousquette, Certificate Number 102616, the Board issued an adjudication order permanently revoking Mr. Bousquette’s certificate to practice.

Jeremy L. Wenning
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2017-212-E400, Jeremy L. Wenning, Certificate Number 84478, the Board issued an adjudication order revoking Mr. Wenning’s certificate to practice.

Crystal D. Graham
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2017-370-E400, Crystal D. Graham, Certificate Number 131164, the Board issued an adjudication order revoking Ms. Graham’s certificate to practice.

Ashley D. Bernard
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2017-656-E100, Ashley D. Bernard, Certificate Number 171070, the Board issued an adjudication order revoking Ms. Bernard’s certificate to practice.

Medical Transportation:

None

Consent Agreements:

Adam R. Pickard, EMS Certificate Number 140852
Violation: Professional Standards
Sanction: Ninety-day (90) suspension, written reprimand
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Brian Murphy, EMS Certificate Number 172744
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Cathy J. Stalder, EMS Certificate Number 12847
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Matthew T. McAvinew, EMS Certificate Number 29280
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Steven L. Owens, EMS Certificate Number 121460
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

William R. Gump, EMS Certificate Number 104808
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Randy C. Kellar, EMS Certificate Number 113201
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Nathan D. Rosich, EMS Certificate Number 161331
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

James E. Amick, EMS Certificate Number 83452
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand, complete continuing education requirements and conditions for renewal

Sarah T. Stratos, EMS Certificate Number 110301
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Robyn M. Clemons, EMS Certificate Number 159876
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Gary O. Baker, EMS Certificate Number 148452
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal
Owens Community College, Accreditation Number 344
Violation: Professional Standards
Sanction: Written reprimand and submit Educational Improvement Plan within 90 days
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Summary Suspensions:
None

Hearings:

Kaine J. O’Malley  
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2015-323-E300, Kaine J. O’Malley, Certificate Number 130603, the Board issued an adjudication order suspending Mr. O’Malley’s certification for ninety (90) days.

Nathaniel D. Knierien  
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2017-637-E300, Nathaniel D. Knierien, Certificate Number 138263, the Board issued an adjudication order revoking Mr. Knierien’s certificate to practice.

Bill L. Bitters  
In the matter of EMS Case No. 2018-623-E100, Bill L. Bitters, Certificate Number 141184, the Board issued an adjudication order permanently revoking Mr. Bitters’ certificate to practice.

Goldman Hearings:

Joseph M. Ruhlin  
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2017-145-BE100, Joseph M. Ruhlin, Certificate Number 96078, the Board issued an adjudication order permanently revoking Mr. Ruhlin’s certificate to practice.

Jason M. Zehe  
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2017-161-BE100, Jason M. Zehe, Certificate Number 155454, the Board issued an adjudication order permanently revoking Mr. Zehe’s certificate to practice.

Tami K. Ferris  
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2017-364-E100, Tami K. Ferris, Certificate Number 127185, the Board issued an adjudication order permanently revoking Ms. Ferris’ certificate to practice.

Enrique D. Green  
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2018-99-BE100, Enrique D. Green, Certificate Number 154527, the Board issued an adjudication order permanently revoking Mr. Green’s certificate to practice.

Edward C. Harden  
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2018-358-BE100, Edward C. Harden, Certificate Number 132753, the Board issued an adjudication order permanently revoking Mr. Harden’s certificate to practice.

Medical Transportation:
None

Consent Agreements:

John J. Conway, Certificate Number 112286  
Violation: Violation of consent agreement  
Sanction: Two (2) week suspension and three (3) year probation
Curtis Newsome, Applicant Number 218342  
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude  
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Michael C. McConnell, Certificate Number 123146  
Violation: Professional Standards  
Sanction: Written Reprimand and stayed suspension

Kevin E. Murphy, Certificate Number 118237  
Violation: Professional Standards  
Sanction: Written Reprimand and stayed suspension

David E. Tiller, Certificate Number 21833  
Violation: Audit issues  
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Tracie A. Kovach, Certificate Number 106512  
Violation: Audit issues  
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Nicholas P. Rohrs, Certificate Number 159368  
Violation: Audit issues  
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Richard A. Foss, Certificate Number 129725  
Violation: Audit issues  
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Tracy C. Scholl, Certificate Number 159644  
Violation: Audit issues  
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Voluntary Surrenders

Jay Caldwell Certificate Number 153733  
Voluntary Surrender: Paramedic Certification and CE Instructor Certification  
Sanction: Permanent Revocation
Summary Suspensions:

None

Hearings:

**Matthew J. Welch**
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2018-263-BE100, Matthew J. Welch, Certificate Number 103287, the Board issued an adjudication order indefinitely suspending Mr. Welch’s EMS certificate to practice.

**Gregory E. Echelberry**
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2018-482-BE100, Gregory E. Echelberry, Certificate Number 148896, the Board issued an adjudication order permanently revoking Mr. Echelberry’s EMS certificate to practice.

Goldman Hearings:

**Timothy J. Ewing**
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2016-568-E300, Timothy J. Ewing, Certificate Number 103069, the Board issued an adjudication order revoking Mr. Ewing’s EMS certificate to practice.

**Zane T. Love**
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2016-693-E300, Zane T. Love, Certificate Number 152387, the Board issued an adjudication order revoking Mr. Love’s EMS certificate to practice.

**Timothy P. Ritchey**
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2017-396-E100, Timothy P. Ritchey, Certificate Number 69040, the Board issued an adjudication order denying Mr. Ritchey’s application for reinstatement of his EMS certification.

Consent Agreements:

**David P. Goodhart, Certificate Number 107460**
Violation: Misdemeanor convictions involving moral turpitude
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal
Summary Suspensions:
None

Hearings:

Kimberly D. Bethel
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2018-474-E100, Kimberly D. Bethel, Certificate Number 12105, the Board issued an adjudication order revoking Ms. Bethel’s certificate to practice.

Goldman Hearings:

Kevin L. Carver
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2017-614-E300, Kevin L. Carver, Certificate Number 29409, the Board issued an adjudication order revoking Mr. Carver’s certificate to practice.

Jason E. Coss
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2017-716-E300, Jason E. Coss, Certificate Number 67902, the Board issued an adjudication order revoking Mr. Coss’ certificate to instruct.

Jeremy T. Fetters
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2018-164-E500, Jeremy T. Fetters, Certificate Number 171964, the Board issued an adjudication order revoking Mr. Fetters’ certificate to practice.

Thomas G. Gulch
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2017-18-BE100, Thomas G. Gulch, Certificate Number 132606, the Board issued an adjudication order revoking Mr. Gulch’s certificates to practice.

Chester R. Poplin
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2015-680-BE100, Chester R. Poplin, Certificate Number 23620, the Board issued an adjudication order revoking Mr. Poplin’s certificate to practice.

Medical Transportation:
None

Consent Agreements:

Nicholas F. Bomske, Certificate Number 136166
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Alexander C. Lerch, Certificate Number 158899
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal
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William R. Shade, Certificate Number 56473
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Logan J. Warren, Certificate Number 177606
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Brandon Martin, Applicant Number 217842
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Joshua R. Tirado, Certificate Number 0103841
Violation: Misdemeanor convictions involving moral turpitude
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Markie M. Loftis, Certificate Number 166770
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Jon Meyer, Certificate Number 145400
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Mark S. Potzick, Certificate Number 84537
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Donald Roper, Certificate Number 20952
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Jeffrey T. Doty, Certificate Number 27030
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Matt R. Alter, Certificate Number 98567
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Bridget C. Donovan, Certificate Number 169866
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal
Dirk A. Puckett, Certificate Number 73929
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Richard J. Kirby, Certificate Number 167213
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Richard E. Howell, Certificate Number 5413
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Michael A. Ratliff, Certificate Number 135315
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Randy L. Shaffer, Certificate Number 2160
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Tyler D. Hicks, Certificate Number 163255
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Kathy S. Johns, Certificate Number 126627
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

George E. Broadnax Certificate Number 90583
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Annette M. Logsdon, Certificate Number 96706
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

David A. Hoffman, Certificate Number 27974
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Madeline G. Rivera, Certificate Number 171942
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal
Cheryl A. Fields, Certificate Number 173594
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Melissa A. Taylor Certificate Number 136225
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Kaytlyn Peabody Certificate Number 171493
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Delmer R. Shepherd, Certificate Number 31361
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Voluntary Surrenders

None
Summary Suspensions:

Joshua M. Kinnett  
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2019-314-E100, Joshua M. Kinnett, Certificate Number 176092, the Board issued an order to summarily suspend Mr. Kinnett’s certificate to practice. The Board order shall include a Notice of Opportunity for Hearing for violations of Ohio Revised Code 4765.112 and Ohio Administrative Code 4765-10-03(B)(2)(a).

Hearings:  
None

Goldman Hearings:

Shawn Gregory  
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2017-445-E300, Shawn Gregory, Certificate Number 156817, the Board issued an adjudication order revoking Mr. Gregory’s certificate to practice.

Linda L. Hartzell  
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2017-540-E300, Linda L. Hartzell, Certificate Number 70673, the Board issued an adjudication order revoking Ms. Hartzell’s certificate to practice.

Katie E. Meyer-Wilka  
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2017-542-E300, Katie E. Meyer-Wilka, Certificate Number 74610, the Board issued an adjudication order revoking Ms. Meyer-Wilka’s EMS continuing education instructor certificate to practice.

Tyler L. Davis  
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2017-546-E300, Tyler L. Davis, Certificate Number 168222, the Board issued an adjudication order revoking Mr. Davis’ certificate to practice.

Kevin W. Brewer  
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2018-264-E100, Kevin W. Brewer, Certificate Number 149495, the Board issued an adjudication order revoking Mr. Brewer’s certificate to practice.

Medical Transportation:  
None

Consent Agreements:

Neil S. Raymond, Certificate Number 162149  
Violation: Professional Standards  
Sanction: Written Reprimand

William J. May, Certificate Number 30858  
Violation: Professional Standards  
Sanction: Written Reprimand

Jeffrey D. Hibbard, Certificate Number 30998  
Violation: Professional Standards  
Sanction: Written Reprimand
Fred W. Averill, Certificate Number 128875
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Garth R. Musgrove, Certificate Number 142036
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand

Alan R. Seiple, Certificate Number 19181
Violation: Professional Standards
Sanction: Written Reprimand

Richard L. Burkepile, Certificate Number 12588
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Michael J. Roth, Certificate Number 149091
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Todd N. Lohse, Certificate Number 137940
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Kimberly S. Minosky, Certificate Number 175895
Violation: Misdemeanor convictions involving moral turpitude
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Keith E. Falzone, Certificate Number 10759
Violation: Scope of Practice
Sanction: Thirty (30) Days Suspension and conditions for renewal

David T. Allen, Certificate Number 60048
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Brandon G. Lauck, Certificate Number 148777
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Kelli J. Thacker, Certificate Number 172133
Violation: Professional Standards
Sanction: Written Reprimand
Stephanie Castillo, Certificate Number 223063  
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude  
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Brian R. Bell, Certificate Number 65422  
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude  
Sanction: Written reprimand, Three (3) years Probation, and conditions for renewal

Stacy L. Ferguson, Certificate Number 112068  
Violation: Felony conviction  
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Edward L. Parsons, Certificate Number 160727  
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude  
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Aaron S. Wiese, Certificate Number 86543  
Violation: Audit issues  
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Matthew A. Schmitz, Certificate Number 113868  
Violation: Audit issues  
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Jeremy D. North, Certificate Number 152712  
Violation: Audit issues  
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Frazeysburg Fire Department Training Center, Accreditation Number 053  
Violation: Professional Standards  
Sanction: Written Reprimand

Voluntary Surrenders

None
Celia K. Sholtz
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2014-606-E100, Celia K. Sholtz, Certificate Number 102171, the Board issued an adjudication order revoking Ms. Sholtz’s certificates to practice, at any level.

Vizion One, Inc.
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2017-673-E500, Vizion One, Inc., EMS Service Code Number 575655, the Board issued an adjudication order reprimanding Vizion One’s certification. Additionally, Vizion One, Inc. was ordered to pay the original $1,500 fine agreed to in the December 2018 consent agreement, to pay an additional $1,500 for violating the consent agreement and for failing to maintain insurance coverage, and to submit proof of insurance to the Division of EMS every 30 days until their next renewal.

James W. Jackson
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2017-693-E300, James W. Jackson, Certificate Number 86778, the Board issued an adjudication order revoking Mr. Jackson’s certificate to practice, at any level.

Timothy D. Chapman
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2019-013-E100, Timothy D. Chapman, Applicant Identification Number 219759, the Board issued an adjudication order denying Mr. Chapman’s initial application to practice.

John E. Miller
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2015-168-BE100, John E. Miller, Certificate Number 148233, the Board issued an adjudication order permanently revoking Mr. Miller’s certificate to practice.

James R. Sager, II
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2017-507-E100, James R. Sager II, Certificate Number 109639, the Board issued an adjudication order revoking Mr. Sager’s certificate to practice.

Courtney D. Letts
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2017-577-E100, Courtney D. Letts, Certificate Number 103385, the Board issued an adjudication order revoking Ms. Letts’ certificate to practice.

Lawrence E. Grizzell
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2018-614-BE100, Lawrence E. Grizzell, Certificate Number 2977, the Board issued an adjudication order permanently revoking Mr. Grizzell’s certificate to practice.

Renee D. Estep
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2018-397-E100, Renee D. Estep, Certificate Number 122734, the Board issued an adjudication order revoking Ms. Estep’s certificate to practice.
Laura E. Heringhaus  
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2019-023-E100, Laura E. Heringhaus, Applicant Identification Number 219763, the Board issued an adjudication order denying Ms. Heringhaus’ initial application to practice.

Joshua M. Kinnett  
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2019-314-E100, Joshua M. Kinnett, Certificate Number 176092, the Board issued an adjudication order upholding the summary suspension of Mr. Kinnett’s certification and permanently revoking his certification to practice.

Medical Transportation:

Dooy Express Transportation, LLC, Service Code Number 486055  
Violation: Periods of lapse with vehicle insurance coverage  
Sanction: Written reprimand, $1,500 fine, requirements for renewal of company license.

Open Arms Transportation, Service Code Number 180305  
Violation: Periods of lapse with vehicle insurance coverage  
Sanction: Written reprimand, $1,500 fine, requirements for renewal of company license.

Nurse’s Heart Medical Staffing, Service Code Number 252452  
Violation: Professional Standards to include periods of lapse with vehicle insurance coverage  
Sanction: Written reprimand, One (1) year probation, $1,500 fine, requirements for renewal of company license.

Consent Agreements:

Kyle J. Clark, Certificate Number 143250  
Violation: Professional Standards and Scope of Practice  
Sanction: Written Reprimand, fifteen (15) day Suspension, three (3) year probation, and conditions for renewal

Terri J. Christy, Certificate Number 145860  
Violation: Professional Standards and Scope of Practice  
Sanction: Written Reprimand, thirty (30) day Suspension, three (3) year probation, and conditions for renewal

Ezekiel B. Hobdy, Certificate Number 175324  
Violation: Misdemeanor convictions involving moral turpitude  
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Kevin J. Somerville, Certificate Number 81685  
Violation: Professional Standards and Scope of Practice  
Sanction: Written Reprimand, $500 fine, and conditions for renewal

Carla J. Thobe, Certificate Number 155237  
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude  
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Melissa K. Weaver, Certificate Number 161990  
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude  
Sanction: Written reprimand
Anthony E. Marinelli, Certificate Number 84427
Violation: Granted intervention in lieu of felony conviction
Sanction: Written Reprimand, thirty (30) day suspension, three (3) year probation, and conditions for renewal

Kelsey L. Saylor, Certificate Number 176372
Violation: Felony Convictions
Sanction: Written Reprimand, fifteen (15) day suspension, and conditions for renewal

Daniel J. House, Certificate Number 167413
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Michael Tankersley, Applicant Identification Number 222211
Violation: Ohio Administrative Code 4765-10-03
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Diamond A. Choice, Applicant Identification Number 222770
Violation: Misdemeanor convictions involving moral turpitude
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Justin K. Lanham, Identification Number 195691
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Edward K. O’Daniel, Certificate Number 155943
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Steven A. Reed, Certificate Number 169154
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Lynn W. Scarbrough, Certificate Number 87486
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Enrique D. Ortiz-Martinez, Certificate Number 157862
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Sean T. Ailes, Certificate Number 153066
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Carol A. Simpson, Certificate Number 75173
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal
Martha H. Lester, Certificate Number 29797
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for renewal

Daniel R. Waiwood, Certificate Number 170625
Violation: Professional Standards
Sanction: Written reprimand and thirty (30) day suspension

Canton City Schools, Accreditation Number 106
Violation: Professional Standards
Sanction: Written reprimand and submit an educational improvement plan in sixty (60) days

Voluntary Surrenders:

Anthony W. Houston, Certificate Number 73570
Violation: Felony conviction
Sanction: Revocation
Summary Suspensions:
None

Hearings:

**Paul W. LaPlante**
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2018-703-BE100, Paul W. LaPlante, Certificate Number 160511, the Board issued an adjudication order revoking Mr. LaPlante’s certificate to practice, at any level.

**Matthew C. McCormack**
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2018-743-E100, Matthew C. McCormack, EMS Applicant ID No. 219154, the Board issued an adjudication order granting Mr. McCormack’s application for a certificate to practice with the following conditions: three (3) year probation, criminal history disclosure to EMS employers, BCII background check at renewal, and abstain from alcohol or any other substance that could impair his ability to serve as an Emergency Medical Responder.

**Timothy E. Von Stein**
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2019-098-BE100, Timothy E. Von Stein, Certificate Number 80622, the Board issued an adjudication order revoking Mr. Von Stein’s certificate to practice, at any level.

Goldman Hearings:

**Mary Buckner**
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2018-35-E100, Mary Buckner, EMS Applicant ID No. 215255, the Board issued an adjudication order denying Ms. Buckner’s application for EMS certification.

**Christina M. Randolph**
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2019-087-E400, Christina M. Randolph, Certificate Number 162195, the Board issued an adjudication order suspending Ms. Randolph’s EMS certification for 30 days.

Royal Medical Transport LLC
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2019-128-E700, Royal Medical Transport LLC, Service Code 252245, the Board issued an adjudication order fining Royal Medical in the amount of $500.00.

**Ryan E. Blair**
In the matter of EMS Case Number 2019-310-E500, Ryan E. Blair, Certificate No. 172729, the Board issued an adjudication order denying Ms. Blair’s application for EMS certification.

Medical Transportation:

**We Put Family First, Service Code Number 180435**
Violation: Periods of lapse of vehicle insurance coverage
Sanction: Written reprimand, $1,500 fine, three (3) year probation, and requirements for renewal of company license.

Consent Agreements:

**Caleb M. Caeton, Certificate Number 161455**
Violation: Scope of Practice
Sanction: Written Reprimand and conditions for renewal
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Certificate Number</th>
<th>Violation</th>
<th>Sanction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cara B. Orra</td>
<td>171535</td>
<td>Professional Standards</td>
<td>Written Reprimand, forty-five (45) day suspension (served), and conditions for renewal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John T. McDonagh</td>
<td>120197</td>
<td>Professional Standards</td>
<td>Written Reprimand, ten (10) day suspension (served), three (3) year probation, and conditions for renewal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica J. Armstrong</td>
<td>170528</td>
<td>Misdemeanor convictions involving moral turpitude and failure to report convictions</td>
<td>Written Reprimand, six (6) month suspension, three (3) year probation, and conditions for renewal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle R. Croninger</td>
<td>167336</td>
<td>Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude</td>
<td>Written reprimand and conditions for renewal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremiah R. Lacefield</td>
<td>151574</td>
<td>Misdemeanor convictions involving moral turpitude and failure to report conviction</td>
<td>Written Reprimand, three (3) year probation, and conditions for renewal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaime L. Isaac</td>
<td>153215</td>
<td>Audit issues</td>
<td>Written reprimand, $250 fine, and conditions for renewal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JoEllen K. Stump</td>
<td>153966</td>
<td>Audit issues</td>
<td>Written reprimand, $250 fine, and conditions for renewal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth D. Woods</td>
<td>159857</td>
<td>Audit issues</td>
<td>Written reprimand, $250 fine, and conditions for renewal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhoda Beth A. Hanning</td>
<td>163125</td>
<td>Audit issues</td>
<td>Written reprimand and conditions for renewal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael A. Rimroth</td>
<td>91461</td>
<td>Audit issues</td>
<td>Written reprimand, $350 fine, and conditions for renewal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan K. Robbins</td>
<td>159787</td>
<td>Audit issues</td>
<td>Written reprimand, $250 fine, and conditions for renewal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Voluntary Surrenders**

None